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The story of Das Blankout started 
about two years ago. After having 
played with various groups, Matt 
Burghardt wanted to start his own 
band. Many jam sessions ensued and 
soon Kim, Matt’s sister, joined in on 
the bass and, drummer, Pat Bilodeau 
was added to the mix. The latter, who 
sports over two decades of 
experience as a musician, explains 
that he was immediately impressed 
by Matt’s talent as a lyricist: “During a 
jam session, Matt showed me drafts of songs he was working on. I’ve played with many 
bands over the years, but I knew right away that this was a musical project in which I 
wanted to take part.”  
  
Das Blankout's music is a perfect blend of vintage rock'n'roll with a modern twist. Matt’s 
inviting vocals are smoothly complemented by his nifty supply of guitar riffs. His sister 
Kim styles the bass and adds angelic harmonies. Pat’s beats fuse the trio together – 
impressively, he adds another layer of vocals. Das Blankout’s live shows are creative 
and unparalleled, connecting every song into a constant flow of music that is guaranteed 
to keep you hooked and twisting. 
 
EVERYTHING DIAMONDS (Release : October 28, 2014) 
Lyrics: Matt Burghardt / Music : Das Blankout 
Available iTunes / www.dasblankout.com  

1. Heads or Tails (2:52) 
2. Dividing By Zero (3:12) 
3. Mister All Right (3:36) 
4. Raw Like This (Everyday) (3:13) 
5. Lights That Are Well Lit (3:23) – Radio Single 
6. Under Construction (3:27) 
7. One Day I’ll Buy You The Moon (3:58) 
8. Sey Lavi (4:38) 
9. Figure It Out (3:20) 
10. At the Top of the Line (5:25) 
11. A Devil’s Christmas (4:06) 

 
Produced by Das Blankout 
Mixed by James Benjamin et Jace Lasek de Breakglass Studio. 
Mastering by Harris Newman de Grey Market Mastering 


